July 29, 2020

Don’t Normalize Masking Behavior

Minnesota’s Lieutenant Governor urged parents to get their children “used to wearing masks” so it becomes “routine.” She wants it to be “part of their identity” and said, “Now is the time to help them learn that behavior as part of what we do and to normalize it.” Just say no. Tell your children that their God-given right to breathe free is being violated. Don’t help the government normalize this for your child.

I believe this is a trial run. If the mask mandate works, bigger mandates, like vaccines, will come. Concerned about the precedent being set by the mandate, epidemiologist Dr. Michael Osterholm said, “What if we start saying, ‘OK all heavy people, we’re going to do this to you because you’re at risk of getting this disease.’” Exactly. So, don’t normalize mask wearing. Communist countries do this. America does not. America does not put its people behind masks.

Michael Osterholm presentation on YouTube, June 12, 2020: https://bit.ly/3hKpm1I
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